Jan Stock was born in western Amsterdam on 22 February 1931, the only child of Jan Hendrik Stock, a bank clerk, and Elisabeth Stock-Knevel. He exhibited an early interest as a child in living things, raising plants on a back balcony of his parents’ apartment and collecting animals during family excursions to the beaches at Zandvoort. However, it was in his early teens in the Hoogere Burgerschool that his interest in biology blossomed where he achieved perfect scores in natural history on his final examinations. He entered the University of Amsterdam in 1948 to pursue his studies of biology and worked under such figures as Profs. L.F. de Beaufort and H. Engel – his predecessors in the chair of Special Zoology – as well as Profs. J.E.W. Ihle and E.J. Slijper. It was
Ihle in fact who first encouraged Stock to take up the study of pycnogonids, the sea spiders, a group in which he made some of his initial scientific contributions.

His first scientific articles date from the student years and appeared in Het Zeepaard, the journal of the beach research groups of the Dutch Youth-Union for Nature Studies and the Dutch Natural History Society. These attracted him to the attention of De Beaufort who gave him a job as a curatorial assistant in the Zoological Museum of Amsterdam in 1950 with duties in the then poorly organized collections of marine invertebrates. He set up a card catalogue of the collections, tracked loans of museum materials to other researchers, and identified specimens for members of the public. It was through this last activity, when he received from the National Fisheries Institute (then at Bergen-op-Zoom in the Dutch province of Noord-Brabant) some parasitic copepods afflicting mollusks, that Stock developed another of his research interests, the taxonomy of copepods. His first real scientific papers date from that year.

Stock completed his university degree in 1955, graduating cum laude, and in record time he defended his Ph.D. thesis under Engel, “The pycnogonid family Austrodecidae”, in 1957. The comments solicited from three foreign members of his examining committee, Isabella Gordon of the British Museum, Joel Hedgpeth of the old Pacific Marine Station in California, and Ernst Mayr of Harvard, helped to insure that Stock received a cum laude for that effort as well.

For the next 11 years, as curator of Crustacea at the Zoological Museum of Amsterdam, he produced a massive amount of research work, most of it in the systematics of pycnogonids and parasitic copepods, much of the latter in French dealing with the parasitic forms from the coasts of France. Stock’s first publications concerning gammairid amphipods, for which he was so well known later, appeared as early as 1952; his interests and publications soon ranged across the Eurasian landmass — from Holland to Lake Baikal.

He married Brenda Balfoort in 1964 and they had four sons. In 1968, with the retirement of Engel, Stock succeeded to the chair. Among his duties as professor was to act as editor of this journal (then known by its Dutch name as Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde). He was also instrumental in establishing the Bulletin Zoölogisch Museum Universiteit van Amsterdam for the publication of purely taxonomic studies. It was about this time that his full fledged interest in groundwater faunas began to develop, although it was not until 1976 that his initial scientific publications, in thermosbaenaceans and ingolfiellid amphipods, actually appeared. From this point on, Stock’s publications came to deal increasingly with various groundwater crustaceans, in addition to those just mentioned also including bogidiellid and hadziid amphipods, isopods, and various free-living copepods. Indeed, his work on groundwater faunas led to his helping to found the journal Stygologia, which quickly became an important journal in the field and remained so for years but which unfortunately was eventually discontinued by the publisher for financial reasons. From 1980 onward, he concentrated on supposed Tethys derived biotas in the Caribbean, the tropical and subtropical Atlantic islands and the peri-Mediterranean belt. With unrelenting stamina he sampled these islands and nearby coastal areas, and those who accompanied him will remember the experienced way in which he tackled all the practical problems – from getting permits from suspicious land-owners to giving lectures in every conceivable circumstance. From his extensive collections he extracted a general theory, which he called the Regression Model. This is an essentially vicariant scenario that tries to explain and predict how several Tethyan, marine ancestors became adapted to groundwater conditions during periods of relative low sea level, and how these descendants are found and will be found in those areas that are uplifted.

By the time he retired in October 1990, Jan Stock had published some 462 articles. Freed of his academic responsibilities, retirement only increased his productivity. At the time of his death he had published more than 76 additional papers, and several items are now in press or ready to be submitted – a truly astounding level of productivity of around 14 papers per year.

An intensely private man, he good naturedly erected a screen of fabulous stories around his life. For example, one of us (FRS) quite believed that
Stock was born in the Dutch East Indies because Jan had most convincingly told him so many years ago, and it was only in preparing this obituary that he was surprised to learn that Stock was born right in Amsterdam. Stock's humor was legendary and he revelled in regaling students and colleagues with some of the most elaborate and tongue-in-cheek tales. "A good story is a good story, no matter if it is true or not", he once said.

He will be remembered in the University of Amsterdam for his interests in teaching, especially in field situations, and for his service in biology faculty administration, having served as dean for some years. His intense enjoyment of fieldwork resulted in, among other trips, major expeditions to the Red Sea, various Atlantic Islands, and participation in the Dollard-Eems project in the Wadden Sea. This devotion to fieldwork continued after his retirement, and he organized another two major expeditions in the years between his retirement and death (to St. Helena, cf. Stock, 1995 “Origin and evolution of the island of Saint-Helena” and to the Sultanate of Oman, cf. Stock et al., 1997).

A workaholic himself, Stock nevertheless left his students and colleagues alone to find their own way. He would gladly give advice when asked, and he promptly read and returned manuscripts when they were given to him. However, he firmly believed that everyone should find their own level of productivity. Jan Stock will be greatly missed around the Zoological Museum of Amsterdam, but his scientific work in the systematics of marine arthropods is an enduring monument.

A bibliography of Jan Stock up to 1990 can be found in Weinberg & van Zijl (1990, Bulletin Zoologisch Museum, Special Issue 1990: 1-42) and an update of his publications published since then is included here.
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